[Characteristics of EEG signs of anxiety in human].
Influence of anxiety (tested by Luscher) on the spatial organization of brain electrical activity was studied using multichannel EEG recording. In subjects with a high-level of anxiety, the level of coherence and spectral power of some high-frequency EEG components was higher in the parieto-temporal regions of both hemispheres than that in the opposite group. Solving the inverse problem (classification of individuals with one of the groups) made it possible to work out the criteria of automated evaluation of the anxiety level at the preclinic state of neuropsychic disorders. The EEG signs of the influence of increased anxiety on psychophysiological and cognitive processes and autonomic functions were analyzed. The EEG signs of increased anxiety in animals (rats) and humans were compared and some similarity of the spatial-frequency organization was revealed. The main difference consists in a greater activation of the left parieto-temporal area in humans, which is interpreted as a morphofunctional basis of verbalization of anxiogenic stimuli.